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In an effort to help with the huge problem of electronic waste, Apple now offers a global recycling system. In the US, it has quadrupled the scope of the program by having Daisy recycling robots in Best Buy stores across the country. The same machine is also located in KPN stores in a Netherlands.In press release, the
company states: Apple has received nearly 1 million devices through Apple programs and each Daisy can disassemble 1.2 million devices per year. In 2018, the company refurbished more than 7.8 million Apple devices and helped divert more than 48,000 metric tons of electronic waste from landfills. Apple says each
Daisy robot can disassemble 15 different iPhone models for 200 units per hour. Obviously, there's some way to go: Apple sells these things at around 395 units per minute, according to this site. Apple also offers partially interchangeable and recycling/take back schemes in its retail stores. AT &amp;amp; T, Best Buy,
Dell, HP, LG, MRM, Samsung, Sony, Staples, Sprint and T-Mobile offer similar schemes. It is always worth checking the device manufacturer's website for information on any scheme they support. How can enterprise IT help? The consumer electronics industry is finally trying to facilitate the return and recycling of
products, although (as Apple's own data shows), there is still a gap between the number of devices sold and those that were eventually recycled. This gap will only increase. This is partly because the number of ways we use electronic devices is growing exponentially, but also because so many tech companies are
producing products that have limited usable lives or limit the security and software support they offer to older devices, if they support them at all. It also reflects the reluctance of many consumers to let go of devices when they are no longer in use. The average U.S. household has $265 worth of unused gadgets tucked
away in boxes and drawers around the house, according to Flipsy.Many businesses keep old equipment piled up in the back of the warehouse or reach deals with recycling companies that may not be all they claim to be. The Basel Action Network (BAN) responsibly claims that 40% of the paper's electronic waste is not
properly disposed of. Old electronics can be illegally discarded, dumped, hacked for data or recycled in hazardous conditions. In some cases, they are illegally transported to other countries where they are recycled in hazardous environments, exposing low-paid workers to serious illnesses. This article provides a good
overview of many of these issues. There are schemes that can help business users choose legitimate recycling schemes. BAN operates an e-Stewards recycling certification system that helps businesses find recycling centers that can be trusted. Another entity, Sustainable Electronics, operates an R2 recycling
certification scheme, which also aims to ensure quality, transparency and responsibility for recycling operations. U.S. EPA holds listing list electronic recycling companies that have either e-Steward or R2 certifications, which you can view here. Sell or give them awayApple said it was able to renovate and sell 7.8 million
Apple devices that were returned for recycling in 2018.Je there's a good deal in second-user electronics devices and online companies like Flipsy can help people who are trying to get rid of older systems that can still be useful to others profiting and safely. The point is that many businesses can already write off the cost
of equipment they choose to recycle, and yet there may be people, groups and organizations that could use these products. It is possible that some businesses may choose to donate their old equipment to organizations such as Computers with Causes, Vision-Aid or World Computer Exchange.Analyze the existing
arrangementIt is not such an absurd proposal. Enterprise IT can take a closer look at the environmental impact of the products it uses in order to prioritise highly energy-efficient and environmentally friendly solutions. The guide for greener electronics can be a useful starting point when starting the purchasing process.
Socially responsible businesses should definitely avoid introducing facilities that use harmful chemicals such as mercury, PVC and arsenic, unless absolutely necessary. Not only are these chemicals dangerous throughout the production chain, but they also pose problems (and additional costs) when it comes to end-of-
life recycling. Businesses may also want to consider Energy Star and EPEAT status for products when they invest in a new facility. It seems quite likely that IT equipment manufacturers would take greater steps to ensure better recycling systems and more responsible production processes if business buyers so
demanded more forcefully. ReinventionApple is investing in a new materials recovery lab that will look for new technologies and processes for future recycling processes. The Texas-based facility explores how robotics and machine learning can help improve existing recycling methods and develop solutions for fresh
wood recycling. Advanced recycling must become an important part of the electronics supply chain, and Apple is pioneering Initiatives.As new path that helps move our industry forward, said Lisa Jackson, Apple's vice president of environment, policy and social, and another part of the work, Apple supports recycling
partnerships, a body that invests in new processes and works with businesses and communities to improve and develop local and national recycling initiatives. It is possible that corporate IT can join forces with systems of this kind and develop personalized recycling and disposal systems for its electronic waste. Happy
Earth DayEarth Day takes place on April 22.If you or your business happens to be iOS-based, then you should check the App Store as the company will feature a number of apps and games that improve Responsibility. Please follow me on Twitter or join me in the AppleHolic &amp;amp; Bar; Grill and Apple Discussion
Group on MeWe. Copyright © 2019 IDG Communications, Inc. The Waste Management Phoenix Open (formerly known as the FBR Open) takes place at the Players Club tournament in Scottsdale every year in late January or early February. TPC scottsdale is a golf course associated with the Fairmont Scottsdale
Princess Hotel and Resort. Parking at waste management phoenix open is free of charge and there is a shuttle service from the parking lot to the playground. TPC ScottsdaleStadium Course17020 N Hayden RoadScottsdale, AZ 85255 33.640576,-111.908868 Please note that while the above map shows where the TPC
Scottsdale Stadium Course is located, only resort guests or those with special passes will be able to park within walking distance of the golf course. Out-of-service parking is provided by a free shuttle service. From the west there is a public car park on Loop 101 and Hayden Road. Eastbound Loop 101 drivers leave
Hayden and head south to the parking lot. There's a parking lot on WestWorld from the east. From Frank Lloyd Wright's Blvd, head north on Bell Road, turning east on 94th Street and south to the entrance to the parking lot. It is also the recommended parking lot for evening participation in the bird's nest festivities.
Signage and volunteer parking assistance at the Waste Management Phoenix Open is always very good. This place is not accessible in the lower Metro Rail valley. The Arizona Department of Transportation usually provides detailed information to the motorist, including any travel or road restrictions, for this event. Call 5-
1-1, then *7. The call is free. There are hotels and resorts in all price directions near Scottsdale TPC. During big events they will be busy (and prices will be high). Your first choice would surely be the Fairmont Scottsdale Princess (read the reviews and check availability on TripAdvisor). Here are my recommendations for
other places to stay in the North Scottsdale area. To display a map image above a larger one, simply temporarily increase the font size on the screen. If you are using a COMPUTER, pressing the key for us is Ctrl + (ctrl key and plus sign). On MAC, it's Command+. You can view this place on the Google map. From there
you can zoom in and out, get directions for driving if you need more specifics than mentioned above, and see what else is nearby. You might also be interested in... More about TPC Scottsdale Can you buy tickets to the 16th Hole? All dates, times, prices and offers are free to change without notice. Thank you for tell us!
Do you prefer: A) sorting through your daily email or B) developing a strategic plan? A) fighting fires in the workshop or B) creating an innovative production planning system? Many managers would answer A's on both questions. That's because real managerial work, with its vagueness, ambiguous responsibility, and
muddy causation, creates intense anxiety. To ease the anxiety, Escape into busy-handling routine tasks that we already know how to do, and avoid our primary responsibilities: Improving performance under intense pressure Demanding more from direct messages streamlining daily activities, but when we avoid these
duties, wasted time creates additional pressure and anxiety-making busyness even more seductive. Most managers spend only 47% of their time managerial work. Their companies pay for it: too many people at work, too complicated structures, excessive analysis, lack of measures. Here's how to start replacing anxiety
with the confidence necessary to solve your toughest challenges. Idea in practice Apply these steps continuously: 1. Take step by step. Break big, amorphous projects into manageable pieces. Carve a few short-term tasks out of poorly defined, long-term monsters. Select projects that focus on bottom line results; for
example, increase performance by 10% compared to installing a new inventory system. Commit to achieving these tasks in weeks, not months. Example: Bank executives were overwhelmed by 50,000 unresolved transactions due to interest rate fluctuations. To deal with this challenge more effectively, they defined two
modest initial projects: four-day coverage of 85% of overdraft accounts within 60 days, and charging from other banks whose errors further delayed processing. They have achieved pleasing results. 2. Stick to the narrow path. For each sub-article, write the steps and timetables. Work out how you'll measure, report, and
control progress. Just include enough detail to concentrate. These steps reduce activities' time-wasting allure, give you a sense of control, and relieve anxiety. Early achievements inspire you to apply these disciplines more broadly. 3. Expand your scope. Tap into other aspects of your work by further dividing poorly
defined projects into achievable increments. Apply steps 1 and 2 to these new pieces. Example: After the banks made progress on two initial projects, division managers identified major opportunities for improvement in their own areas. They then selected one or two projects to achieve tangible results as quickly as
possible and prepared written plans to achieve the new objectives. 4. Full steam forward. Extend challenging disciplines with traditional time management techniques: Document your actual time usage—for example, log time segments in your meeting book. Ask about your three great managerial duties: Which daily
activities are the most/least productive? How much time do I spend upgrading? What's the most satisfied thing I have when I ask subordinates to do? Combine your insights with other managers to identify more effective work habits. One engineering group, which found that it spent 50% of its time responding to common
service problems, decided to help customers over the phone before opting for more time-consuming field visits. Recent reports have been full of reports on the need to improve if the United States will successfully compete with the Japanese and The West Germans. However, the productivity of managers is rarely
mentioned, although the problem of wasting managerial time was recognized as huge long before anyone thought of quality circles. The problem remains unresolved, the authors of this article say, because most treats focus on symptoms-long appointments, unnecessary phone calls, and tasks that could be handed over
to subordinates or secretaries. Under these symptoms lies the disease: the anxiety of managers that comes with solving innovative activities. These authors found that the three job requirements of executives -organizing daily activities, improving performance under pressure, and getting subordinates to be more
productive-cause so much anxiety that many managers retreat to perform more routine tasks that they already know how to do it. The authors show how organizational environments allow leadership to be unproductive and describe a strategy that can help them escape these time traps. You received a call from the
president of your company. It asks if you would be interested in taking on a special task for which you have some unique qualifications. In this task you would report directly to it, and you would participate in some important strategic decisions facing the company. The work would also include interesting travel. This task
would allow you to make a valuable contribution to society and also provide you with great opportunities to grow. The offer has only one catch: since the assignment is part-time, which requires about a day a week, you will need to do your current job in the remaining four days. Would you take the assignment? In the last
few years, we have asked this hypothetical question to hundreds of managers, most of whom thought they were already short of time to do their jobs properly. Ninety-nine percent of them take the assignment. In fact, these managers admit that if the motivation was strong enough, they could eliminate or do activities
worth eight to 10 hours each week in a much shorter time without negative consequences. Since most of these people could improve the performance of their current jobs, why not go ahead and release one day each week to focus on urgent work problems? Because if the managers we observed are typical, many of
them don't have full control over how they use time. So, while many managers can rationally acknowledge that they are not using their time as well as they should, they cannot change the way they spend it. Why? Our observation is that to a large extent, managers spend time performing unproductive, time-wasting
activities to prevent or escape from work-related Every job manager has aspects that cause anxiety, i.e. they are not. The manager's most effective response to this anxiety is to make a direct attack on his source. For example, if he feels uncomfortable about an upcoming meeting, he might spend more time getting more



information about the agenda or testing the agenda with key participants in advance. But almost all executives escape some work-induced anxiety through various unproductive, often unconscious psychological mechanisms – such as rationalization, recriminations, denial, and so on. One of the most widespread and
costly of these escape mechanisms is what we call busyness: escape to time-consuming activities that managers consider less dangerous to perform (albeit much less productive) than the hard aspects of their work.1 Let's look at the work requirements that cause much anxiety, and discuss their effects. Then we will
explore ways managers can identify and break free from their time-wasting patterns. Sources of anxiety By observing managers in almost every kind of industry, we have identified three work requirements common to almost all executive levels that often cause anxiety. These anxiety-provoking tasks are among the most
wide-used sources of busyness we have observed: 1. Managing and adjusting one's daily work habits and routines. 2. Response to hard pressure from above to improve performance. 3. Achieve better results from subordinates. Planning and organizing everyday activities Most managerial work is a combination of
familiar routines and innovative activities. In general, people experience more anxiety when embarking on new activities than when they engage in those parts of the work they have already mastered. We can invoke Gresham's Time Management Act to describe how managers compare their daily activities: other factors
are the same, the desire to avoid anxiety causes the executive to repeat familiar patterns and avoid innovative activities. Given that the effects of this law have been entrenched for many years, it is more difficult for managers than for foreigners to see these patterns of anxiety avoidance. Here are a few examples that can
strike familiar chords: a division executive who reads and deals with all her own mail but doesn't get around to writing a working document about the strategic direction division. A production manager who spends half of every day fighting fires in a workshop but doesn't have time to work with his employees on production
planning and system planning. A quality control director who goes through the detailed results of each quality study but cannot find time to organize much-needed quality improvement projects. According to a recent survey of more than 1,300 managers (including more than 500 presidents and vice presidents), this poor
prioritization is common.2 The survey states that despite most long hours, only 47% of their working hours are taken over with managerial activities. They fill most of the remaining time with hands-on work, what survey writers term does as opposed to managing. Given that many of these managers have worked their way
up the ranks of those who know each other, their attention to non-managerial tasks can represent a systematic retreat to more familiar and less threatening activities. Completing these activities becomes a measure of daily success, while more difficult and challenging tasks are pushed out and remain unmastered.
Improving performance under pressure Another common anxiety generator is the requirement to achieve better results without additional resources. Faced with imperatives such as reduced inventories, increased margins, lower costs, improved working relationships, accelerated production, or the quality of
modernization, many managers are unsure what to do. In fact, most of them are sure that they are already doing the best they can with what I have, and that additional profits will require more (or better) people, more budget, new equipment, or more support from other features. So when many managers hear that they
have to achieve better results without additional resources, they tend to initiate programs without a clear strategy. For example: Under pressure from their parent company to reduce inventory, managers of high-tech manufacturing companies put their systems of people to work designing a new inventory management
system. A few months later they found that although it is well designed, the new system has no effect on the level of inventory (indeed, they were even higher). The large manufacturing company faced slow growth and falling profits. To achieve a turnaround, top management launched a major reorganization that took two
years of tremendous energy. At the end of two years, the new organization was in place-but the bottom-line results remained essentially unchanged. As these examples show, Action Now! often becomes an unintended path to greater busyness. By asking subordinates the third pressure that leads to busyness, you need
to negotiate with subordinates to improve performance. All too often, for example, bosses allow their staffs to delegate problems upwards. As the boss accumulates these delegated issues, he is still busy.3 Our observation is that this phenomenon often occurs when managers consider trying to get subordinates to
achieve better results or come up with new achievements. Some managers fear that subordinates will argue, sulk, quit, or subtly refuse to achieve the necessary results. To avoid an unpleasant situation, the manager unknowingly assigns work in a way that gives the subordinate escape: It is an important job; I'd like you
to take care of it as soon as you get the chance. After a few weeks during which the subordinate has not yet had a chance to do his job, it is likely that the manager will either do it himself or explain to his boss why You can't do that. Similarly, in cases where a subordinate tries to do his job, but the manager doubts the
abilities of a person, managers tend to remain fully involved in the process. Eventually, two people end up doing the work of one. Given concerns like these- that may arise from real or supposed embarrassment of making demands-it's not surprising that many managers avoid framing sharp, concrete and harsh
performance expectations for their people. It is also understandable that they send signals to subordinates that a good excuse will be almost as acceptable as achieving a result. By setting expectations that have too much or have no follow-up, no schedule, or no expectations of truly independent performances, managers
are ripe for time problems. They create ways for subordinates to bring problems back to the boss and keep them there. Malevolent cycle of busyness The three job requirements just described are, alone or combined, sources of considerable unease and anxiety for many managers. To minimize this anxiety, executives
often escape into time-related activities like the ones we've described. Unfortunately, when managers succumb to unproductive activities, they neglect their main goals and purposes. Ultimately, this wasted time creates more frustration, pressure, and anxiety – making you more tempted to escape into busyness. The
culture of a workgroup or management team often reinforces this cycle of busyness. Busyness can be contagious. There needs to be a number of people working together in an unconscious conspiracy to preserve too many time-consuming meetings, too much paper and unnecessary information, too many people at
work, too complicated organizational structure, too many studies, and too few actions. Once these activities become part of the culture, they can maintain themselves. For these reasons, managers who try to stop using time unproductively often find out after a heroic fight that the system has beaten them and that they
cannot change their patterns without help. Breaking Away Since evidence suggests that work-related anxiety generates most so-called time-management problems and that organization culture often reinforces these problems, it's no wonder that rational, traditional approaches to time management (such as time
mapping, time budgeting, and phone discipline techniques) rarely have a lasting impact. Short courses and normative literature on time management produce temporary relief of symptoms, but do little to treat the disease. No matter how zealously busy managers commit to new patterns, job-related uncertainties and
anxieties still force them to unwittingly slip into activities that are about to come. In order to keep busy, managers need to attack not only the symptoms, but also the source of the problem: the way managers plan, organize, and implement the key requirements of their anxiety-inducing work. Tell the person with the
disease of busyness at work is on a weekend walk by the ocean and sees someone drowning. Most likely, without study groups, meetings, training programs, memoranda, or reorganizations – this manager would throw away the drowning person behind a life jacket. And it's not hard to figure out why. 1. The need is
obvious, urgent and convincing. 2. Liability shall be clear, in particular if the person is alone at the scene. 3. The outcome of the intended action shall be foreseeable. 4. Feedback on the effect of the action is instantaneous. These four critical components make the work meaningful as well as exciting, plus allow managers
to focus on results and use time effectively. Unfortunately, managerial jobs often have an absolute minimum of these qualities. Goals and goals are often vague or confused. The responsibility is ambiguous. The links between managerial actions today and measurable results later are hard to perceive. And because of
cumbersome organizational practices, managers rarely receive immediate reinforcements for success. Since, by definition, executive jobs deal with complex problems and with long and short timeframes, of course managers can not become rescuers of organizational victims of drowning. Even executives can't always get
immediate feedback or see the results of their actions as the lathe operator can. But managers can do a lot to insted a taste in the way they respond to anxiety-inducing work requirements, while introducing work planning and control disciplines that minimize the chances of them escaping into busyness. The strategy we
recommend has four elements. 1. Divide several long-term, amorphous or complex managerial tasks into sequential short-term, well-defined projects. 2. Block the busyness of escape routes by gradually infusing these projects with job planning disciplines – such as sharp definition of goals, clear accountability, written
work schedules, timetables, explicit measurements. 3. After achieving a few modest, incremental subgoals using disciplined attacks, expand and speed up the process. Attack multiple targets at once and take a larger share of the total work with measured work schedules. 4. Then, with other managers, organize
structured efforts to analyze the use of time and replace results-producing work for busy activities. Although these more traditional time analysis steps cannot solve the time management problem, they may complement other work restructuring activities. Now let's look at how managers can put this four-part strategy into
practice. One step at a time when managers strike the first blow for freedom when they carve one or two short-term tasks out of a poorly-defined series of long-term, anxiety-producing things that must be met and set about reaching their subgoals within weeks rather than months. The manager should choose a project
that is focused on tangible results (e.g. reducing X% waste, increasing Y% or response time q hours) and not to the objectives of the process (e.g. to establish a training programme, install a new inventory system, conduct a study or define the direction of the market). For example, rapid interest rate fluctuations caused a
dramatic increase in the number of transactions that the big bank's operations division had to make, and performance fell sharply. In less than a year, the division was forced to write off several million dollars in overdraft interest rates. Despite significant investment in new information systems and thousands of overtime
hours, it has accumulated 50,000 unresolved transactions. To keep track, division executives found that they worked endless hours — but problems accumulated faster than the time they needed to be resolved. In the end, the managers decided to solve two modest projects of the first step. The original goal was to
achieve at least 85% of overdraft accounts within 60 days of four days of coverage. The second was to withdraw a certain amount of compensation money from other banks whose errors caused the division to delay processing. Without abandoning further efforts, management focused on these two definable projects and
achieved pleasing results. By moving from a formless, inclusive view of goals to a narrower focus, managers could carry out a unified and effective attack on their problems. Similarly, the electronics manufacturer, which is struggling on many fronts to control a costly supply problem, decided to focus on one category
(supplied but not accepted) and achieve some improvement in 60 days. And in a large teaching hospital, high-level doctors and nurses formed a small team of doctors and nurses, who together created more accurate methods for predicting the workload of the intensive care unit within two weeks. In none of these cases
do managers abandon or vitiate the overall goal. Rather, as a first step, they hewed off a definable subpart that had more of the bark ingredients we presented in our drowning person example. The specificity, focus and short-term nature of projects have made it easier for managers to keep their energy focused directly
on results, instead of distracting them from being busy. Sticking to a narrow path The narrow nature of pilot projects allows managers to introduce more work and control disciplines. Managers must clearly define and assign each pilot objective and ask those responsible for projects to draw up written work plans (even
snippets), concise measures and planned progress reports and reviews. Unfortunately, many older people believe that these disciplines have a sense of work of people at lower levels, but they can not be used for demanding managerial tasks. And until executives define their goals in a sweeping, far-reaching
perspective, it's true what they're saying. More often than not, through this rationalization, they avoid confronting the very essence of their work - namely, dividing complex and abstract questions into discrete pieces. Ironically, when executives creatively and strictly apply these disciplines to the challenges of their jobs,
they not only block unproductive escape routes, but also reduce the anxiety that is the source of this rationalization. Each of the pilot projects we have described has been initiated by a written memorandum to those responsible for the action. The report demanded that each manager come up with a written work plan
outlining the steps and timetables. Methods for measuring, reporting and reviewing progress have also been developed. In the banking operations division, the senior manager even organised a one-day working session during which his department heads could reach agreement on what goal-setting, work planning and
review techniques they would use. These disciplines don't have to be sophisticated, just detailed enough to help managers stay off track. Without them, it is all too easy for managers to unwittingly slip into old patterns of wasting time whenever anxiety makes their task difficult. But as they commit in writing to concrete
steps toward a measurable goal, the possibility of drift decreases. When managers gain a sense of control over their work and their anxiety fasches, they can apply these disciplines to broader spheres of activity. Their initial successes are a springboard for further gains. Expanding the scope Once managers have
successfully implemented several targeted projects, they can capture other aspects of managerial work by further dividing large, complex, poorly defined goals and projects into achievable, short-term additions – and organizing them with some disciplined approaches. Therefore, when one inventory category is under
control, managers can similarly attack other categories. When one production line has made some progress in reducing scrap, others may use the same processes; if one branch has increased the number of visits per day of salespeople, the other branches may use the same approaches. In the banking operations
division, once the two initial projects had clearly shifted as planned, the division manager then asked his people to identify key opportunities for improvement in their own areas. Each manager submitted an extensive list. The manager then asked them to focus on one or two areas that would yield tangible results in the
shortest possible time and to submit written work plans to achieve their objectives. Full steam ahead The last element of our strategy is to analyze and experiment using time directly. Managers who complement work disciplines that are just outlined by more traditional types of analysis and experimentation can speed up
the process. We found that two types of analysis are particularly useful. The first is an objective analysis of how managers actually use their time. For this analysis, managers can effectively use most of the traditional time management tools (for example, those listed in Appendix I). Each manager can ask the secretary to
monitor their time for one or two weeks in a limited number of categories. Managers can make more careful records in their meeting lists, so they use them not only as reminders, but also as logs. Executives can rate meetings based on their efficient use of time. At the end of each day, the manager can spend five or ten
minutes (possibly with the secretary or assistant) reconstructing the day and noticing key activities, time spent and other important quantifiable factors. Analysis of intentionally planned versus spontaneous or interrupted time is useful. Managers can fill out brief questionnaires about the time spent in an average week or
month. The second area for analysis is more personal. Here, executives ask questions like those in Appendix II to start self-analysis and gain insight into the effects of certain work requirements. The extent to which a manager can discuss these issues with colleagues and supervisors will affect the help they may receive.
Managers are probably uncomfortable sharing this data, and it may take some time to accept the fact that everyone is exhibiting some anxiety symptoms, so feel free to discuss these issues more openly. Which activities of my time are the most productive? Which least? How much time do you spend on each? How much
of each day is simply lost-over frittering hours away, interruptions, and so on? Do I have any daily routines that have not been tested recently for effectiveness? Responding to challenges How much time do I spend improving or innovating? How much does it cost to maintain and extinguish fires? What should be the
proportions? Do I have clearly defined and measurable improvement goals, or are they vague? When pressure comes down for better results, do I ever press the action button or program button before analyzing what is really needed? Ask subordinates to meet my expectations What's my most moving or least confident
request for my subordinates to do? How well can I tell my subordinates that they need to achieve better results? Or do they seem to have ways to negotiate my expectations downwards? Do I get progress reports at short checkpoint intervals to make sure things are moving in the right direction? With these analyses in
hand, executives can shift their focus to action. They can answer questions like these: What activities take more than 30 minutes a week can you safely eliminate? Select the one you want to delete next week. What tasks that take one hour or more a week could you do in half the time or less? Choose one to cut next
week. What activities that take up 30 minutes or more per week could you fully delegate to a child? Choose one to delegate next week. After carrying out this type of analysis, engineers in the working group A customized energy product found that they spend 50% of their time responding to common service problems –
much more time than they should be taking. This finding led them to change their work habits in several ways, such as attempting standard ways to help customers over the phone from time-consuming (but psychologically comfortable) field visits. Individual and group efforts to analyze and reduce time-stepping lead to a
kind of awareness increase, which facilitates cutting off incremental project units and capture time with appropriate management disciplines. Of course, executives can complement these disciplines with administrative procedures, such as simplifying forms, targeting and shortening meetings, streamlining communication,
and reducing organizational layers. With care, executives can create an ongoing process that builds into managerial jobs and continues to improve with the help of force. But as long as human beings are governing organizations, jobs will have requirements that create anxiety and thus lead to time-wasting activities.
Therefore, the strategy we have described here must be applied continuously. The old familiar cycle of busyness can then be reversed: success can inspire confidence, which in turn can lead to significant benefits in management productivity. 1. For a more complete treatment of manager escape mechanisms, see Robert
H. Schaffer's Psychological Barriers to Management Efficiency, Business Horizons, April 1971; and check out Harry Levinson's hbr article, What Killed Bob Lyons?, which last appeared in March-April 1981, p. 144. 2. Phillip Marvin, Executive Time Management: AMA Survey Report (New York: AMACOM, 1980). 3. For a
revealing and entertaining discussion of this phenomenon, see William Oncken, Jr. and Donald L. Wass, Management Time: Who's Got the Monkey? HBR November-December 1974, p. 75. 75.
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